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Abstract 
 

Volumes and volumes of philosophy have been written about the 
concepts of values, morals, and ethics. These concepts date back 
thousands of years to Aristotle, Socrates, and Kant. Every person has 
their own innate virtues. They are unique to each individual person, and 
describe what they deem to be vital in their personal behaviour. Virtues 
are personal judgements that compare possible behaviours with an 
innate understanding of right and incorrect. 
Regarding the issue that influences child’s growth and development is 
his rearing of nurturance at home. Themotheris 
saidtobethefirstteacherofchild. Her behaviorwith the 
childinallsituationsandinteractions oflife, inaway, shapesthefuture 
developmentof child’spersonality.Similarlythefatheror anyother person 
who comes in the life of achild asasign ificant factor model’s the 
behavior of the child. There may be different kinds of relation ships 
that may develop between the child and the parent depending up on the 
disciplinary practices that the parent spreferandapply. In this paper we 
aim to compare the rapport between parent al mind-set and moral 
reasoning among young people. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Parental approach 
Parentalapproachisofcrucialsignificance inthedevelopment of children’s moral 
judgement. Sincethechildloveshisparentsheidentifies himselfwiththem, imitatestheir 
behavior and learn to make an adjustmentwith his life as they do. Though the later 
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influencesmodifythechild’sbehaviorandmind-sets, theydonotcompletely eradicatethese 
earlyinfluences.Psychologicalliteratureemphasizes thisfact.Parentalmind-setmaybeput 
undertheseheadings:- 

(i) Authoritarian–DemocraticMind-set  
(ii) Accepting–RejectingMind-set. 

(iii) OverProtectingMind-set 
 

1.2 Morality 
The term morality covers the vast arena of human conduct that examines our 
interaction with other human beings. Morality touches every aspect of our life, every 
moment of our life. Our morality governs all of our contacts with members of our 
family, with our co-workers, with our religion, and with all aspects of our government. 
Morality determines our mind-set to politics, to war and peace, to our children, to our 
parents and to spiritual questions such as life after death. When we discuss morality we 
do not talk about an obtuse philosophical concept, we talk about the totality of our 
everyday existence. If we want to be effective in our interaction with other human 
beings, it behoves us to understand the concept of morality with all its nuances and 
implications. A clear understanding of morality is of extreme importance to all of our 
interactions with our environment and thus, to our attainment of happiness. 

1.3Moral Learning InThe School 
 

It would be a mistake to assume that all the moral learning that goes on outside 
the school is unreflective and uncritical while  

all that goes inside it is always educational in the full sense. Some parents 
undoubtedly work to promote moral education of a rational kind. Whereas, much of 
moral learning inside the school is of unreflective nature. Moral learning that takes 
place inside the school is the consequence of the way in which teachers organize the 
work of the pupils, react to the behaviour of the individuals, use punishment, 
exercisediscipline, handle their classes etc. Moral mind-sets are caught from every 
interaction of teachers and pupils. 

School contributes to this kind of unreflective moral learning both by its deliberate 
attempts and through unconscious absorption. Most of us have seen teachers saying 
“be quite when I tell you to do so”. “We must not talk when we are in the class room” 
and the like. All such injunctions provide wrong kind of basis for morality, for they all 
are based upon awe of authority of the teacher. It is a kind of moral teaching which has 
earlier been referred to as indoctrinatory and authoritarian. 

Then there are many hidden sources of moral learning in school. Many mind-sets, 
values etc. are assimilated by pupils in a largely unconscious manner. The moral 
values, mind-sets that a teacher holds and the manner in which he holds these, will be 
communicated to his pupils whether he wishes or not. The individual teachers’ values 
will be plain from the way in which he sets about his business in the classroom, the 
kinds of relationships he develops with his pupils, the way he organizes the learning, 
the way he refers to their mistakes etc. his use or abuse of punishment; in general, his 
whole approach to the job of teaching. The teacher who, without question or 
explanation, requires a pupil who has not done his homework to write it out ten times 
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by the next day, is clearly promoting a different kind of moral learning from the one 
who asks whether any circumstances at home made it difficult for him to do it. 

From all these sources, both inside and outside the school, children will acquire 
moral mind-sets, beliefs and habits of behaviour. All moral learning must be converted 
into moral education. We must accept that every pupil will have a content to his moral 
learning and that we must as teachers contribute to such content, and also provide it a 
‘form’ of moral education. Let us now see how we can provide the content and form of 
moral education to the moral learning that the child has already obtained. 

 
 

2. Literature Review 
Morton, KellyR;Worthley, JoannaS.(2006) suggestedthatrefinementofthefour-
componentmodelcanadvance 
byspecifyingpotentialrelationshipbetweenthecomponentsandnoveloperationalization’s
of thesecomponentsacrossprofessionalgroups.Thedatainthestudyaddressthenecessity of 
bothmoralmotivationandmoralsensitivity formoralreasoningandsuggestthatmoral 
motivationimpactsmoralreasoningonlyindirectly throughmoralsensitivity.Thelackofa 
directassociationbetweenmoralmotivationandmoralreasoningwithoutaccounting for 
moral sensitivity means that ideals that lead to prioritization of moral values do not 
necessarily enhancemoraldecisionmaking.Inadditiontomoralidealsandvaluesonemust 
alsohaveemotionalregulationskills, perspectivetakingskills, aswellasthedesireand 
abilitytosynthesizemultipleviewpointstoarriveatprincipledsolutionstomoraldilemmas. 

Maria Paulaet. al.( 2013 ) investigated the development of children’s sympathy, 
moral emotion attributions, and moral reasoning in two cultures: Chile and 
Switzerland. One hundred seventy-six children in two age groups (i.e., 6 and 9 years 
old) were asked to report their sympathy. Moral emotion attributions and moral 
reasoning were measured using two hypothetical moral transgressions (i.e., omitting a 
prosocial duty, stealing from another child). Younger Chilean children reported higher 
levels of sympathy than younger Swiss children. Across cultures, older children 
attributed more moral emotions than did younger children. Younger Swiss children 
used more moral reasoning following judgements about rule violations than did 
younger Chilean children. 

Lori Olafs on et. al.( 2013 ) examined differences between university students 
who were caught and sanctioned for cheating, students admitting to cheating but who 
were not caught, and students reporting that they had never cheated. Our findings 
showed that no cheaters are older, have better grade point averages, and have more 
sophisticated moral and epistemological reasoning skills. Qualitative analyses revealed 
that denial of responsibility and injury were the most common neutralization 
techniques and differed between the sanctioned and self-reported cheaters. We discuss 
the need to examine the extent to which reasoning skills have a causal impact on 
cheating behaviors. 

According to the Dario Bacchini et. al. (2013), moral rules are universal, not 
contingent on rules and authority, and are activated by avoiding harm to other people. 
Not all individuals, however, interpret moral events in terms of domain in a similar 
manner. The hypotheses of the present research were: (i) a high exposure to deviant 
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context will affect the manner in which adolescents interpret moral events and their 
involvement in antisocial behaviour; (ii) the moral attribution style will directly affect 
involvement in antisocial behaviour and mediate the relationship between deviant 
context and antisocial behaviour. Four hundred fifty-three adolescents completed self-
report questionnaires about their involvement in antisocial behaviours, their friends' 
involvement, and their exposure to community violence as a witness. Moral versus 
non-moral attribution (MNMA) was evaluated through a questionnaire consisting of 
hypothetical scenarios of moral violations followed by questions related to the above-
mentioned criteria. Findings, obtained testing a model, were consistent with the 
hypotheses. Adolescents who live in violent contexts and attend deviant friends tend to 
interpret moral violation in terms of non-moral domains and are more engaged in 
antisocial behaviours. Results are discussed with respect to the literature about 
normativeness of deviance and its consequences. 

 
 

3. Hypotheses of the Study 
Torealizethis objectivethefollowingnull-hypotheseshavebeenframed. 

H1: There is no significant relationship between permissiveness provided by the 
teachers and moral reasoning among youngsters. 

H2: There is no significant relationship between acceptance provided by the 
teachers and moral reasoning among youngsters. 

H3: There is no significant relationship between rejection exercised by the teachers 
and moral reasoning among youngsters. 

H4: There is no significant relationship between control imposed by the teachers 
and moral reasoning among youngsters. 

 
 

4. Research Methodology Sample 
Populationforthepresentinvestigationinvolvedallthepre-adolescentstudents 
studyinginVIIclassindifferentschoolsofLucknow and neighboring cities. 
Toselectthesampleforthepresent studyalistofallschoolssituatedinselectedcities would 
be obtainedfromDistrictEducationOffice. Fromthislistfiveschoolswouldselected 
randomly. Thenfromeachschool50students studyingin VII class would 
beagainrandomly selectedusinglotterymethod. 
 
 
Statistical Techniques Used 
Therearevariousstatisticaltechniquesforanalyzing data.Tochooseanappropriate 
techniqueofstatisticalanalysisisthechallengingtaskto aresearcher.It hastwomain 
functions: 

1) Interpretationofresults 
2) Presentationofdata 
Themajortypesoftestsareemployedforanalyzingdatasoastointerprettheresults. 

Theseare: 
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1) Parametricstatisticsortests 
2) Non–Parametricstatisticsortests 
Thepresentstudy consiststhewell-definedpopulation aswellasthesamplewas 

representative.So, parametricstatisticaltechniqueswereusedforanalysisofdata. Which 
areasunder? 

i) MeanandstandardDeviation 
ii)‘t’testformeasuringthesignificanceofthedifferencebetweenthetwo meanscores. 

Pearson’s coefficient of correlation to find the correlation between 
differentvariables. 

 
5. Analysis And Interpretation Of Data 
Hypothesis No. 1:- “There is no significant relationship between Permissiveness 
provided by the teachers and Moral Reasoning among youngsters” 
 
 
Table1: Correlation of Permissiveness provided by the teachers with Moral Reasoning. 

 
Dimension of School 

Environment 
Value of r with 

Moral Reasoning 
Level of 

Significance 
Permissiveness provided 
by Teachers 

 0.6369 Significant at 
.01 level 

 
Table No. 1 indicates that the value of r is 0.6369 which further indicates a 

significant positive correlation between Permissiveness provided by the teachers and 
Moral Reasoning among youngsters. It means that there is a significant positive 
relationship between Permissiveness provided by the teachers and Moral Reasoning of 
the subjects under study. One can infer that higher the Permissiveness provided by the 
teachers better will be the Moral Reasoning among the students. So, Hypothesis No. 1 
stating that there is no significant relationship between Permissiveness provided by the 
teachers and Moral Reasoning among youngsters is rejected and it can be reframed as: 
There exists a significant relationship between Permissiveness provided by the 
teachers and Moral Reasoning among pre- adolescents. 

Hypothesis No. 2: “There is no significant relationship between Acceptance 
provided by the teachers and Moral Reasoning among youngsters.” 

 
Table 2: Correlation of Acceptance provided by the teachers with Moral Reasoning 

 
Dimension of School 

Environment 
Value of r with Moral 

Reasoning 
Level of Significance 

Acceptance provided by 
Teachers 

0.5945 Significant at 0.01 level 

 
The above table indicates that the value of r is 0.5945 which further indicates a 

significant positive correlation between Acceptance provided by the teachers and 
Moral Reasoning among youngsters. It means that there is a significant positive 
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relationship between Acceptance provided by the teachers and Moral Reasoning of the 
subjects under study. One can infer that higher the Acceptance provided by the 
teachers better will be the Moral Reasoning among the students So, our Hypothesis 
No. 2 stating that there is no significant relationship between Acceptance provided by 
the teachers and Moral Reasoning among pre- adolescents is rejected and it can be 
reframed as: There exists a significant relationship between Acceptance provided by 
the teachers and Moral Reasoning among youngsters. 

Hypothesis No. 3: “There is no significant relationship between Rejection 
exercised by the teachers and Moral Reasoning among youngsters.” 

 
 

Table 3: Correlation of Rejection exercised by the teachers with Moral Reasoning 
 

Dimension of School 
Environment 

Value of r with Moral 
Reasoning 

Level of Significance 

Rejection provided by 
Teachers 

-0.7539 Significant at 0.01 level 

 
The above table indicates that the value of r is -0.7539 which further indicates a 

significant negative correlation between Rejection provided by the teachers and Moral 
Reasoning among youngsters. It means that there is a significant negative relationship 
between Rejection provided by the teachers and Moral Reasoning of the subjects under 
study. One can infer that higher the Rejection exercised by the teachers lesser will be 
the Moral Reasoning among students. So, Hypothesis No. 3 stating that there is no 
significant relationship between Rejection exercised by the teachers and Moral 
Reasoning among pre - adolescents, is rejected and it can be reframed as: There exists 
a significant negative relationship between Rejection exercised by the teachers and 
Moral Reasoning among pre - adolescents” 

Hypothesis No.4: “There is no significant relationship between Control imposed by 
the teachers and Moral Reasoning among youngsters.” 

 
 
 
Table 4: Correlation of Control imposed by the teachers with Moral Reasoning. 

 
Dimension of School 

Environment 
Value of r with Moral 

Reasoning 
Level of Significance 

Control provided by Teachers -0.13 Not Significant at 0.01 level 
 
The result shown in table 4.7 indicate that the value of r is -0.13 which further 

indicates that there is no significant correlation between Control imposed by the 
teachers and Moral Reasoning among youngsters. It means that there is no significant 
relationship between Control provided by the teachers and Moral Reasoning of the 
subjects under study. So, Hypothesis No. 4 stating that there is no significant 
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relationship between Control imposed by the teachers and Moral Reasoning among 
youngsters” is accepted. 

 
 

6. Discussion 
The findings of the present investigation is that creative stimulation, cognitive 
encouragement and permissiveness as dimensions of school environment are 
significantly and positively correlated with moral reasoning. 

The resultsofthepresentinvestigationalsoindicatethatacceptingmind-setofparents 
hasapositiveeffectonthedevelopment ofmoralreasoningyoungstersasthe 
groupofyoungsterswithparentshavinghighacceptingmind-setwerefoundtobebetter 
onmoral reasoningascomparedtonotsowellacceptedgroupofsubjects.Atthetheoretical 
backdrop itappearstobequitetrueasthedevelopmentofthechildcognitive ormoralhasa 
directrelationshipwiththemind-setoftheparents.Themoreaccepting behaviourofparents 
helpsinthenurturanceof moralreasoningamongtheirwardsbecauseacceptanceassuchisa 
consideratebehaviouranditdirectlypromotesmoralbehaviour.Morality impliesputting 
oneselfintoothersshoesandthereforeitpromotesconsideration forotherswhichisan 
essentialcomponentofmorality. Parentscanbringaboutcertaindesirable changesinchild’s 
behaviouronlywhentheyshowakindofbelongingness, care, acceptanceandconcernfor 
thechild.Itsonlyparents’deepembeddednesswiththechildrenthattheycanhelpthechild 
developintoahumanebeingwithoutwhicheducationwillberelegatedtomereliteracy. 
Evensocialpsychologists holdthatchilddevelops behavior desirable 
orundesirablebyimitatingthebehaviourof‘significantothers’.So 
whenthechildfeelsthathis/herparentsareconsiderate towardshim, thechildalso 
internalizesthesamethroughimitation. 

 
 

7. Conclusion 
Creative stimulation, cognitive encouragement, permissiveness and acceptance as 
dimensions of school environment were found to be significantly and positively 
correlated with moral reasoning among youngsters, whereas rejection has been found 
to be negatively correlated with moral reasoning. When different types of parental 
mind-sets were studied in the context of moral reasoning among youngsters, the 
accepting mind-set on the part of parents was found to have a positive significant effect 
on the development of moral reasoning among the subjects, whereas concentrating 
mind-set of parent s was found to have no effect on such development and avoiding 
mind-set of parents was found to have negative effect on the development of moral 
reasoning among youngsters. 
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